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Panel Discusses Price Of Journalistic Freedom
by Martha Schley Sarro and Robert Walters of tention that the vlce-Presl-
"What price journalists' the Washington Star-News, dent's right to an unbiased
freedom" was the topic of and Ron Nessen, NBC and unprejudiced trial had
discussion Monday night News. been irreparably damaged
in the Marvin Center as the The' three journalists by stories in the press from
GW chapter of Sigma Delta were among nine reporters unnamed sources.
Chi, the professional jour- who we're served sub- Califano, an aide to the
nalism society; presented a poenas lneartv October by late President Lyndon B.
panel' on "Reporter Sub-·lawyers for Vice-President Johnson, served as chief
poenas vs. Freedom of the Agnew in their eleventh- legal defense counsel to
Press: the Agnew Case." hour effort to 'stop the the reporters. On October
The Panelists included press from printing "leaks" 10, 1973, just one '9ay
Joseph Califano, attorney and confidential informa- before the subpoena hear-
for the Washington Post tion relating to the case. ing, the Vice-President
and Newsweek, 'Ronald It was the Agnew con- pleaded nolo contendere to
NLC Provides Child Advocacy,
Juvenile Court Clinical Program
by Gene Ruane vising attorneys. The su-ing which achieves the
The National Law Center pervisors are volunteers agreement. for those that
now offers several clinical who act in an advisory cannot be settled by stip-
programs which take ad- capacity and provide advice ulatlon, the student must
vantage of a District of and direction only when research the issues and
Columbia statute permit- requested by the student. prepare the case for pre-
ting third year law students Because of the large sentation in court.
to plead· cases in the volume of cases, and At the trials, ttiere are
Superior Court. One of the because the children are three attorneys present-
offerings in this area is the represented almost exclu- the corporation counsel
Child Advocacy in Court sively by students, the the parents' counsel, and
Program and, judging from participants in the clinic the law student serving as
student response, this may get a sample of every type the child's counsel. The
be the NLC's outstanding of case previously men- corporation counsel has
entry in the field. This tioned. the burden P of proof in
course (Law 487) provides a The actual number of cases involving parental
seminar in juvenile law plus cases handled by each abuse, and the law stu-
a clinical program which studentoepends on the dent's arguments supple-
allows students to repre- complexities. Some cases ment the corporation coun-
. sent children in actual may be disposed of rapidly, sel's presentation. After a
court cases. . thereby giving the students decision has been made by
The seminar portion of a chance to move onto the jUdge, the law student's
the course is directed by different ones. Others, role becomes the dominant
Professor Elyce Ferster, however, involve intricate one. Being charged with
and meets one day each issues or peculiar problems the responsibility of prop-
week for two hours. It and may take much longer. erly protecting the child's
covers the entire substan- In regard to the compli- interests, the student must
tive area of juvenile law, cated cases, Jeff Yates, a assure that adequate facili-
and is closely related to the student participating in the ties are obtained for custo-
clinical activities .conduct-. program,. pointed out that 'dy ormedicaltreatment.
ed in court.jthe close there is very little case law Because of the intricacy
relation allows for a dis- in the juvenile area. Most of of the work and the great
cussion of any problem the law is statutory, and deal ofrespbnsibility which
areas encountered by the any complex case may be-, the student assumes it is
student~, and. con~r!butes com~ a pre?edent. Garx necessary that anyo~e de-
to the final dlsposltlon of Bagllebte.r, director of the siring to participate should
the students' cases; Legal Aid Bureau, also have a genuine interest in
!he st~dents represent referred to t~is, and said. juvenile law, and in gaining
chIldren. In neglec!,bat-. that theChl~d Advocacy courtroom experience.
tered child, and abandoned program provldes an op- Sufficient time is also
child cases. In addition, portunity for lCl:ws~udents necessary and, as de-
they handle what are known to make a lasting rrnpres- scribed by the two students
as "PINS" cases. "PINS" sion on the direction of who were interviewed
stands for "persons in need juvenile law in the District '.Hertha Adelson and Jeff
of sup~rvision," and refers of Co!umbia. . Yates, "sufficient" means
to children. accused of ASI.de from the trial having one full day per
offenses which are only experience, the students week available to spend in
offenses under juvenile acquire familiarity with all court.Both agreed that the
statutes, such as truancy. methods of case dispo- court activity does not
The students handle all sition. Many of the cases always take that long but
cases from beginning to end. by stipulation of the on days when it do~s, it
end, and represent the parties, and the student would relieve the student of
children with a minimum of gets the opportunity to the necessity of cutting an
direction from their super- participate in the bargain- (Please Turn to P. 7, Col. 1)
the charges against him. portance of an unfettered
The battle with the press press than the Executive
was side-stepped moment- Branch or the Congress.
arily. Califano raised several
Califano believes that the questions for his audience
reporters would have won to ponder. These are issues
their case in the Supreme that reporters and their
Court. 'But Ron Sarro re- lawyers are raising, and
calls that while the press will have to grapple with for
was not afraid of jail. they' years to corner-
were afraid of Judge Hoff- :-What does a reporter
man. . do in the context of a libel
Said Sarro, when Hoff- suit? Does he deliver even
man ordered the unprece- unused portions of his
dented, wide-ranging sub": 'notes to the court?
poenas,"we knew that if he -When is a reporter a
ever started qLiestioning reporter?
us, the hearing would have -Who owns a reporter's
.gotten out of hand." notes? (Some papers side
Nessen said that the with their reporters, the
spur for a reporter in a case Washington Post for ex-
like the Agnew affair is "the ample. Others, like the Los
people's right to know". Angeles Times do not.)
Without information from The present policy of
unnamed, highly placed press defense lawyers is
sources, cases like the that reporters should not
Pentagon papers, the Wa- testify in court at all. "But
tergate Affair, and the' what if a reporter is witness
Agnew investigation would to a criminal act while on
never have been broken, he the job? Where does he
added. draw the line?" asks Waf-
"If you don't have sourc- ters.
es who will talk to you, you Walters also cited the
end up reporting only what recent phenomenon of the
they (the government) tell trouble-plagued politician
you. You end up rewriting who kicks the press when
the h~ndouts," he said. he is down. Walters gave a
Califano asserted that new twist to the old legal
the press needs protection cliche that "when you don't
as m~ch as informants do. have the facts argue the
The fifth estate, he said, "is law, when you don't have
more f~agile than. most of the law argue the facts, and
us realize. The print media when you have neither
is ec?~omically fragile, and pound the table." He add-
televlslon is burdened, by ed, "If you are a politician
Cl:nar~~y of federal restrlc- in trouble, attack the
.tlons. press."
~alters suggested a Agnew has done it. Nix-
shl~ld law, a remedy that on is doing it. Now Senator
Califano rejects. He feels Edward Gurney (R.-Fla.), a
that the Courts are still member of the Senate
more sensitive to the im- (Please Turn to P. 8, Col. 3)
Honor Awards to 'Change
t ~he faculty adopted a new system for awarding honors
~H ItS m~eting last Friday. The present system awards
onors to all graduates who have a 75 or higher
aV
I
erage. Last June, over 60 percent of the graduating
c ass received "Honors".
19~~d~~ the new system, Which will become effective in
stud' on.ors" degrees will only be awarded, to those
rad~nts "Ylth cumulative averages of 75 or higher who
g at~ In .the top 40 percent of their class. New
categories Will also be used' "Highest Honors" will be
a~arded ~o students with av~rages of 85 or higher who
~o~~~,~ I~ the top three percent of their class, and "High
or b tt Will be awarded to students with averages of 80
clas~. er who graduate in the top ten percent of their
voie~e stu?ent representatives to the faculty meeting all
against the change.
Corcoran Tenants
Lose First Fight
An NLC student was ticketed for only stances. He answered that 'the people
one long honk in front ofthe White House who wrote the noise regulation didn't anti-
during a recent impeachment demonstra- cipate Richard Nixon.' I wanted to reach
tion. He said, "One honk plus an out and embrace him, but was afraid of an
'Impeach Nixon' bumper sticker was cause 'assaulting a police officer' rap. At the
for issuance of a violation for unnecessary end of the (16PO Penn.··Ave.) block, a
noise. We told the officer who gave us a second cop pointed us out toa third, who
warning, which we heeded, that the noise gave usthe ticket."
was very necessary under the circum-
by Chuck Leone
The Corcoran Street tenants, faced with 200 November
notices to quit, lost the first skirmish in their battle with
the Salvation Army last Wednesday, October 31, when
Judge Hyde of Superior Court denied a requested
temporary restraining order. The tenants and other
residents of the north Dupont Circle area filed the motion
in order to halt the evictions and to block the construction by Chuck Leone . group at Duke University
of a planned high-rise on the site of their homes. George Washington Uni-· (the President's alma mater)
Part of the tenants' problem is that they don't exactly versity law students, along had subm itted a legal
-know whom they are fighting. The Salvation Army has with students from other memorandum to the Judi-
owned the property, part of a small block just north of area law schools, were ciary Committee in con-
Dupont Circle between 18th and 19th Streets, at least. among those who reacted- nection with their petition
since 1967, at which time the Army requested an alley strongly two weeks ago to for impeachment. Colum-
closing because of their plans to build a home for young the news that Special bia University law students
women on the site. The plans called for only a four or five Prosecutor Archibald Cox were reportedly organizing
story structure with substantial setbacks from the street. had been fired. In addition . a nationwide lobbying ef-
Those plans have been abandoned. The Army is now to numerous individual tel- fort to bring further pres-
selling, with one apparent condition of sale that the egrams and letters of sure to bear on Congress.
tenants be removed. protest sent to Senators
Residents first learned of possible action in the area in and Congressmen, stu-
early July of this year, when they observed test holes dents also signed a special
being bored in the alley on the site. Their suspicions were .Iaw students' petition call-
confirmed in early September when the Army quietly ing for the President's im-
applied for a building permit for a 90-foot luxury peachment.
condominium. .' The message to Con-
When notices to quit were served in late September, gressman Peter Rodino,
tenants and area residents decided that something had to Chairman of the House
be done to preserve their homes and the character of the Committee on the Judi-
neighborhood. In response, the Corcoran-Columbine ciary, was signed by 601
Council was formed. students from the National
David McMahon, a second-year student and one of the Law Center, Antioch
67 plaintiffs in the case, explained the frustrations of the School of Law, American
tenants and area residents trying to catch up with legal University Law School, and
proceedings that are already well underway. He explained Catholic University Law
the de facto lack of due process experienced particularly School. Citing. not only
by the tenants who are attempting to fight the "disregard of basic con-
construction while faced with fait accompli eviction stitutional principles," but
notices. McMahon also mentioned the lack of democratic also "the destruction of the
involvement by the tenant-residents of the area in the necessary relationship be-
building permit issuance process. tween citizens and their.
The affidavits filed by the three plaintiff groups elected officials at the
(tenants, area resident-landowners, and area resident- highest levels of govern-
nonlandowners) detailed the plaintiffs' concerns over the ment," the signers stated.
effect of the new building-that it would destroy the that President Nixon
personal character of the neighborhood, that it would should be removed from
substantially raise rental values in the area, forcing out office. The petition con-
those of low and moderate means, and that it would eluded that the President
cause additional traffic congestion on the already had betrayed his obligation
crowded narrow streets. both to the public and to
Apart from the lack of viable democratic machinery for the- legal profession, and
keeping their homes intact, the residents' greatest dis- called for impeachment.
illusionment seems to arise from the fact that it is the (At the time of the
Salvation Army who is the landlord and who thus main- delivery of the message,
tains the unyielding corporate facade. The Army's reputa- October 29, Judiciary Com-
tion as an established institution generating relief for mittee aides said that the
those less fortunate has been badly tarnished, at least in mail total was 22,000 in
the area immediately north of Dupont Circle. favor of impeachment and
Ellen Emmert, spokeswoman for the tenants, summed. only 600 against.)
up the community sentiment by saying that court action Other law students were
was apparently necessary against the Army. "But," she also active. In Washington,
said "it is strangely ironic that the least of God's children Georgetown students pre-
sho~ld have to seek protection from his best known pared a separate message
servants in a court of law." in favor of impeachment. A
Impeachment Activity Grows
The National Law Cen-
ter's Student Bar Associa-
tion also went on record
supporting Nixon's im-
peachment. A resolution
introduced by SBA Presi-
dent Carol Elder calling on
the SBA to support any
motion to impeach the
president was passed 15-0
with 2 abstentions.
Van Vleck Proposal
by Art Lesenger,
Ray Kimball, and
Meridith Wellington
The Van Vleck Case Club
is considering a spring
semester upper class com-
petition. A number of
people have expressed in-
terest in the idea and the
club would like to deter-
mine its strength among all
second and third year stu-
dents.
At this stage, a new kind
of appellate competition is
b.eing considered for the
spring. One suggestion has
been that each contestant
would argue individually,
write shorter briefs on
factually and legally nar-
rower issues, and partici-
pate in four elimination-
round oral arguments.
The Club anticipates that
the competition would be
structured to qualify as a
credit activity, and would
contribute toward con-
sideration for the National
Moot Court Team and
Honor Board Membership.
Students interested
should contact the Case
Club in Bacon Hall, Room
101-0, or phone 676-7324.
The Case Club will offer
the first year competition in
the spring of 1974. Organi-
zational meeting will be
held in January.
All are cordially invited
to attend the second round
of the upper class competi-
tion this Friday night,
November 9, at 8:00 p.m.
in Stockton Hall. The case
to be argued is the consti-
tutionality of a criminal
conviction based on the
broadcast over a cable sys-
tem of a program found by
a jury to be obscene. The
four teamswho place high-
est in points, based on
brief and argument scores,
will advance to the semi-
final round in January.
Reknown Dante Critic
for the washington Post
will discuss ,.
'the Role Of The Critic
and contemporary dance ~
Strong Hall lounge ~
tI 8P.M. ~
if, Wine anFdA~;eese ~
[
pres. ented by the Program B.oard <.;
~ Performing Arts Committee '"
~.~G'.,..., ~ ~ ""U
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Three More Years? -
Just one -year ago today, the Republican ticket of
Richard M. Nixon and Spiro T. Agnew was re-elected by a
landslide. One year later, the ticket has been destroyed,
and the resulting Administration is in shambles.
Evenat the time of his landslide, President Nixon could
not really be considered a popular hero. Much of his
margin of victory came from disgruntled Democrats and
reluctant Republicans who, faced with a choice between
"the man they couldn't stand and the man they were
afraid of," opted for the lesser of the two evils.
We cannot say that they were wrong then. However, the
dismal spectre of a McGovern presidency has passed; the
outrageous reality of the Nixon presidency continues.
We believe that it is imperative that the Nixon
Administration be terminated now, not three years from
now. .
The conduct of the President and his aides, particularly
in the Cox dismissal and the subsequent revelation that
two crucial Watergate tapes "never existed," is
indefensible. The President has lost all credibility in the
eyes of the public. His capacity to lead has been
irreparably damaged; his ability to defend his programs
against the opposition of Congress has been destroyed.
We are appalled that some prominent conservatives
continue to serve as apologists for this notoriously
unconservative Administration. The replacement of
Richard Nixon by a President whose reputation is
unsullied by the scandals of the Nixon Administration is
vital, if the excesses of Congressional liberals are to be
effectively counterbalanced by the White House.
While it is essential that President Nixon surrender his
office, it is at least equally imperative that the office not
be returned to the Democratic party whose candidate was
so overwhelmingly rejected last fall. _
It is therefore essential that a new Republican vice
president take office now. We consider Gerald Ford an
excellent choice for' that office. The House Minority
Leader is a responsible conservative who commands the
respect of Congress. ,
We urge Congress to confirm Ford's nomination
quickly. Once Congressman Ford has been confirmed as
Vice President, we urge the President to resign his office
in the national interest. .
The thought of Richard Nixon remaining in the White
House for three more years is abhorrent to us. We are
convinced that Ford is a better idea.
Reminder
Due to the new law school calendar; the next issue of
The Advocate will be our flnallasue for the fall semester.
This issue will be published on November 21, two weeks
from today. The deadline for all copy for this issue is 5 :00
P.M. Friday, November 16. All copy must be typed,
double-spaced, on a seventy-space line. Please deliver all
copy to The Advocate office in the basement of Bacon
Hall, Room 11.
Howard Rosenthal
Editor
Chuck Leone
News Editor
Joshua Kaufman
Photographer
SteveConverse
Business Manager
Cover Photo by Mark Babushkin
The opinions expressed by our columnists are their own, and do not necessarily reflect the
views of The Advocate, the National Law Center, or the George Washington University,
IDhr Abuorntr
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Protesting Prof Parts
From President's Panel
On October 22, NLC Prof. Richard Allen position under a President who demon-
resigned his position as legal consultant strates contempt for the democratic
to the President's Committee on Mental process. .
Retardation, in protest against the By his actions of the past week,
President's -dismissal of Archibald Cox. President Nixon has shown his utter
Following is the text of the letter of disregard of principle, and. disd~in for
resignation which he sent to Fred J .. integrity in government. Dunng this long
Krause, Acting Executive Director of the period of revelation of one after another
.Committee: act of impropriety and criminality on the
Dear Fred: , part of this the most corrupt administra-
I have served as legal consultant to the tion in the nation's history, I have urged
President's Committee on Mental Retard- restraint until all the facts were known. I
ation almost continuously since Its incep- now believe that Mr. Nixon has .left the
tion. It is therefore with deep regret that I country with but one recourse if we wish
must now ask you to accept my to preserve the ideals upon which our
resignation. ' . republic was founded-his impeachment.
The Committee, under your direction, It is my earnest hope that the Congress
has functioned more effectively than at will pursue that course.
any time in its history; and I hope that I would be most grateful if you will send
you, your excellent staff, and the members copies of this letter to the members of the
of the Committee will feel free to call on Committee, together, with my thanks for
me at at any time you feel that I may be the confidence they have placed in me in
useful. My resignation is not prompted by the past, and my warm regard and best
disinterest in the Committee or disagree- wishes.
ment with its objectives, but rather by the
fact that I do not, in conscience, feel that I
can any longer hold a paid, appointive
Most sincerely,
Richard C. Allen
Professor of Law
Grade Proposals Defended
To the Editor,
I would like to take this
opportunity to make a few
comments in response, to
your editorial on October
10,1973.
First of all, the fact that
the SBA - Grade Reform
Committee could not reach
a solution on the grade
disparity problem is not an
indication- of its efforts.
The Committee spent a
great deal of time discuss-
ing numerous alternatives
to the grade disparity
problem. Each alternative
had its advantages and its
disadvantages. Most im-
portant, however, was the
fact that each member of
the SBA Grade Reform
Committee would not com-
promise, to a great extent,
his or her position on the
issue. The Committee felt
that a compromise suitable
to all members would
probably not .serve the survey of the grading
purpose intended. Also, systems at other leading
any position taken by the law schools indicated the
Committee could affect the use of a letter grade system
students directly and serl- by a 2-to-1 margin.
ously. Therefore, the refer- The proposal to place all
endum was the only alter- first semester, first year
native. courses on a pass-fail
Secondly, the other pro- basis was an attempt to
posals on the referendum - solve a problem common at
also alluded to in YOu~ all law schools. First year
editorial, haveconsiderable students have an uncertain
merit. idea, at best, of what is
On the proposal to expected from them on a
?hange our numerical grad- law exam. Further, most
Ing system to a letter grade students consider law
system, the objective was school exams to bethe ultl-
to correl~te the grading mate test of endurance,
system With the SUbjective intelligence, and writing
exams given. It was the ability. Coupled, these two :
position of the Committee factors could produce an
that assignment of numeri- enormous amount of anxi-
cal grades to SUbjective ety for the majority of
exams was someWhat arbi- students. This state of
trary. In addition, the letter mind could cause a detri-
grade system can very mental effect not only on
easily adapt to objective study habits and tech-
exams. I must add that a (Please Turn to P. 5, Col. 1)
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Garfunkel Releases First SoloEffort
by Jeff Menick
I have spent most of the last two weeks
moving, and have reached the brilliant
conclusion that moving is one of the world's
biggest pain-in-the-neck jobs.
The one advantage is that it involuntarily
forced me to go through all of the records that
had been accumulating over the past few
weeks and listen to some of them. There are
several new, and not so brand new, albums
that I have found very enjoyable.
Folk music and the folk craze of the late
fifties and early sixties is what got me hooked
into music to begin with. I'm still partial to the
folk or folk-oriented singer and songwriter
types. One of the most popular "folk" groups
of the sixties was Simon and Garfunkel.
Art Garfunkel recently released his first solo
album, and while as a whole the album is a bit
overproduced and the songs are a bit sugary,
the three or four topnotch songs make the Ip
worthwhile. One song, in fact, has become
one-of my favorite tunes of the year and that is
a previously unrecorded Van Morrison piece
called "I Shall Sing."
Garfunkeldoes much better by Paul
Williams' "Travelling Boy" than the author did,
and Jimmy Webb's "Alii Know" and "Barbara
Allen" complete the high points on Angel
Clare. The album is on Columbia.
The current record industry scandals and
investigations began with Columbia, and re-
ceived national media attention with the firing
of Clive Davis as president of Columbia
records. One of Clive's big deals was the
signing of Neil Diamond to a multi-year
million-dollar contract.
His first work for Columbia has just been
released, the soundtrack from the f.ilm of
Jonathan Livingston Turkey (oops, sorry,
Seagull). Dol really need to say more? Corny,
corny, corny. Schlurpy music and lyrics that
fit the idiocy of the book, but I'm sure it will
sell, sell, sell. Bah! Humbug!!
I've never heard of Michael Johnson, and
cannot tell you a thing about him except that
Atlantic Records released an album of his a
- few months ago called There is' a Breeze, and
it is really nice. I listened to the Ip because he
recorded a Jacques Brei tune, "Old Folks,"
which is one of my favorites. He did a fine job
with it, and the entire album is so pleasant
that it would be easy to ignore. The guitar
work is excellent throughout, and guest
appearances by Leo Kottke and !=3alphTowner
serve to further show off Johnson's ability.
This one might be in the bargain bins already,
but try to get a copy if you like good acoustic
guitar work and pleasant folk-type material.
Atco SD7028 is the label and catalogue
number.
Atlantic isalso responsible for the domestic
release of the most unusual album hit of
....-
recent memory, Mike Oldfield's Tubular Bells.
It is on a label called Virgin records, and was
available qnly as an import until Atlantic got
distribution rights, but WHFS, D.C.'s only
commercial progressive FM station, got a
copy last summer and started playing it. It has
met with an amazing commercial and artistic
success.
Using multi-tracked recording techniques,
Oldfield, who is fairly young, plays Grand
piano, Glockenspiel, Farfisa organ, Bass
guitar, electric guitar, speed guitar, fuzz
guitars, mandolin-like guitar, and various
other instruments, in one of the most original
and unusual musical creations of the year.
Has Success Spoiled Loudon Wainwright?
Few people-ever expected that a song about a
dead' skunk would be a top 40 hitmaker, but
Loudon did it, and the first side of his new re-
lease, Attempted Mustache, reflects some of
the negative aspects of having a HIT. His
sardonic wit, the strong point of his first three
Ips, is strained almost to the breaking point,
although Ido like his love song to Liza Minelli,
"Llza.'
Side two of the album reflects a different
side of Loudon. More mellow and relaxed, he
does a fine job on Kate McGarrigle's "Come A
Long Way," and he and Kate do a beautiful
duet on a hymn to a child about to be born,
"Dilated to Meet You." Still one of the most
intejligent, albeit bizarre, senses of humor in
pop music today.
Kenny Loggins and Jim. Messina are
becoming the superstars they deserve to be,
and Full Sail, their third album for Columbia,
is the best album by a white rock band since
Little Feat's Dixie Chicken. While some of
their compadres from the Buffalo Springfield,
C,S,N,& Y and Poco days seem to have
stagnated, these guys have met with
tremendous commercial success, and con-
tinued to grow musically while recording and
performing some of the best rock and roll
around. .
The band they have behind them is great. I
saw them at Merriwether this past summer,
and they tore a quaaluded audience apart.
"Pathway to Glory," an 81/2minute cut on the
album, really lets the band cook. They have
more bite than Seals and Crofts, and haven't
gotten stuck in anyone musical bag. Put Full
Sail at the top of your Christmas album
shopping list. •
Right up there with it belongs the new
Jackson Browne Ip, For Everyman. Browne
has been in and out of the music scene for
many years, first' as a member of the Nitty
Gritty Dirt Band, then as a writer. Finally
David Geffen,the wunderkind of Asylum
records, got him into a studio to record
Saturate Before Using, which included some
of the most beautiful songs of the last few
years: "Jamaica, Say You Will," "Song For
Adam," "Under the Falling Sky," "Rock Me on
the Water," and the single hit, "Doctor My
Eyes." .
This new Asylum Ip proves that it wasn't a
one-shot deal, as he continues to do a
beautiful job of writing. "Colors of the Sun," "I
Thought I was a Child," and "Sing My Songs
to Me"are my immediate favorites, but the
whole album doesn't contain a single weak
song. Huzzahs are also due for excellent and
restrained production in most instances.
.
------Dining Out inD.C.
by Richard B. Abell
Csiko's Hungarian Restaurant.
3601 Connecticut Avenue, N. W.,
Washington, D. C. Telephone:
362-5624. Free parking in the
Broadmoor Garage. Closed Mon-
days. Csiko's is located in the
fobby of the Broadmoor Apart-
ments. ,
Csiko's provides a tranquil and
recherche' atmosphere for those
few' who prefer a continental
setting. The restaurant is tastefully'
furnished and decorated in-such a
manner as to give a quiet yet
distinctly European appearance.
Each table is furnished with a fresh
red rose.
A certain studied elegance of the
early 1930's seems to permeate.
One is left with the feeling of the
subtle sensuousness of a fin de
siecte life. Of course, coat and tie
are required of gentlemen. Cost is
moderate, and the service is very
good.
This small reflection ~ of the
Danube is owned and operated by
emigres who fled from socialist
oppression: the Hungarians are a
people who have never quite
learned to adjust to the mediocrity
of Marxism.
The folk-uniformed waiters are
efficient and helpful. In place of
the usually gauche cocktails
(which are an abomination to good
cuisine), we tried a small bottle of
dry Hungarian Tokaj. This was
most pleasant, and being dry, a
fine aperitif. style-excellent).
As appetizers we tried csiga The regular salads were not
Hagyarosan (snails Hungarian noteworthy, but the sevenyu,
style or snails over mushroom paprika salata (paprika salad) of
caps in a garlic paprika butter tomatoes, green and red pickled
sauce), osztriga modra (baked peppers, and pimientos, was tangy
oysters in a paprika sauce served and different. We tried a bottle of
on the half-shell) and spargaval Hungarian white wine with 'the
tottbtt sonka tekeros (cooked ham entrees and found it well balanced
filled with asparagus). It should be and dry. For dessert we tried the
noted that each table is furnished assorted tarts available-all rich,
not only with salt and pepper, but with whipped cream and thick
with paprika as well. The menu is chocolate, and superb. ~..
long, varied, and mouth-watering. After our espresso, we tried
For entrees we tried merhepor- slivovitz (plum brandy), and dry
kolt (Hungarian beef goulash-OK, . Belgian cigars. The wine list is
but nothing. to rave about), typically Hungarian, extensive,
paprikas csike (chicken paprika and of good quality for the price.
with -Hungarian noodles-e-very There are fewer reds than whites,
good), and vadnyul (rabbit hunter's but both are fine.
GrodeProposal-------~-------------
[Continued from Page 4] effe~t that this type of lack of grades, for em-
niques but also during the grading system may c~use ployment purposes, is a
examination itself. The a state of la~ness. Since valid counter-argument, as
pass-fail method could re- the exams Will be gra~ed you stated in your editorial.
lieve some of that anxiety on the regular grading But, I disagree that it com-
and probably allow the stu- system and the gr~~es pletely counterbalances
dents to concentrate more posted, .the comp.etltlve and outweighs the argu-
on studying rather than on spirit and the desire to ments for this proposal.
worrying ab~ut the results. learn should overcome the The Committee's pro-
There is an argument to the laxness. I agree that the posal to delete the F from
the record stemmed from
the idea that a student who
fails a course does not re-
ceive credit for that course.
However, the course hours
are computed in his total
hours for purposes of a
cumulative grade average.
The Committee felt that
certain unavoidable cir-
cumstances may have pre-
cipitated a failure. In ad-
dition, a failure in a course,
especially in required cour-
ses, amounts to a void in a
student's total legal train-
ing, Repetition of failed
courses should be allowed,
to a certain extent, to fill
(Please Turn to P. 8, Col. 2)
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"Campus Marketing Rep" Strikes Again
knew would eventually
blare forth the tasteless,
overamplified, rock-and-
roll trash music that has
made the Rat one of my
favorite lunch spots for
years.
The Marketing Repre-
sentative was trying to both
eat and give me his pitch;
his form (therefore) was a
bit .off. With one hand
occupied by a slippery
pastrami sandwich, he be-
gan by showing me his
portfolio of plastic-covered
business magazine clip-
pings-which (naturally)
praised the virtues of life
insurance. A small speck of
mustard adorned the end of
his nose.
I was feeling pretty
Of course, it's my own good: the beer had gone
fault. I've always found it straight to my head, and I
hard to be both firm and thought. everything would
polite in the face of obtuse soon be under control.
persistence. So, fine, I Wrong again.
said. I consented to an
appointment, after being The Marketing Repre-
assured that it would sentative complained about
"only" take an hour. That. the noise and refused to go
was my first mistake. on with his spiel. Unfortu-
We arranged to meet in nately, the one beer had
the University's Rathskel- been enough to fuzz my
ler, where I figured I could brain, but not quite enough -
temper the onslaught of to numb it. I followed the
cheerful advice for me and path of least resistance
"those I care for" with a and, at his' insistence,
couple of beers. That was agreed to find an empty
my second mistake. conference room on the
fourth floor of the Uni-
versity Center. We finally
found a room that suited
him.
by Mark Leemon
Originally the game plan
for this space centered on
a diatribe directed at
Mr. Winning-is-Everything,
George Allen. But fate
intervened at twelve noon
last Friday, when I was
cornered by a College
Marketing Representative
(Le. salesman) for a giant
insurance company, the
name of which I will omit
for fear of retaliation. In the
almost two hours that
followed, my ever-increas-
ing contempt for this
lackey of.the corporate big-
time eclipsed my irritation
at George Allen's. contin-
ued failure to use Duane
Thomas.
We passed through the
quick· food line, and I
(cleverly) maneuvered to a
table directly beneath a.
ceiling speaker that, while' Placing himself between
quiet for the moment. Ime and the door, he
appealed to my vanity,
"Not everyone is qualified
for this policy," he said.
"You have to be at least a
senior in college."
Next camea review of his
credentials. Not everyone
is entitled to even sell this
incredible policy. One has
to attend a special two-
month training course. He
showed me his "Certificate
of Excellence," the diploma"
for the successful comple-
tion of the course.
Then, in a sing-song
delivery that bespoke rote
memorization, came the.
carefully orchestrated poIi- I
cy itself. I missed most of
the details, since I was still
a bit dazed from my beer.
The -distant memory of
my 9th grade algebra class
OLVERSON BAR REVIEW
TheMost Successful Course for the
VIRGINIA BAR FOROVER20YEARS
ANNOUNCEMENT OF FEBRUARY COURSES FOR
VIRGINIA BAR EXAMINAT'IONS
---- Dayand Night Sections----
Multistate Accelerated Course Jan. 7-Feb. 20, 1974
----VA Approved--"';"-
$160.00
Olverson Bar Review courses provide thorough
preparation for- the multistate as well as the
essay-type examinations
A Flexible Schedule Permits Make-Up Sessions for All Subject"
Attend a ClassWithout Obligation
Call or Write for Further Information
OLVERSONBAR REVIEW
Federal Bar Building West
1819HStreet. N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006 (202)659-1722
hand loss, and their inter-
related mathematical pos-
sibilities, , . I started fan-
tasizing about some poor
down-and-out soul sawing
off a required combination
of limbs in order to meet
his debts.
The windowless room
was closing in fast. It had
been over an hour and a
The plan's exciting part, half, the' beer that was
however, snapped me to at- formerly in' my brain was
tention: The Accidental now in my bladder, and still
Death and Dismemberment he droned on.
section captured my imagi- I tried lying, hoping that I
nation. Incredibly, if I die could disqualify myself
accidentally while I am a from this incredible college
fare-paying passenger of a plan. "I skin dive," I said as
licensed common carrier casually as I could. The
(on land, at sea, or in the plan had a feature to take
air) my enriched beneficiary care of this high risk'
will collect five times (I) the. avocation. -I panicked.
original "benefit amount" "Well, although I just sold
for which I had contracted. my Harley motorcycle, I
Of course, the Marketing have done some racing in
Representative pointed out, the past. .. " No problem. A
not all accidents result in category exists for me.
death. A person can have Am I married? Perhaps
some piece of him hacked this is the magic dis-
away Instead ... and their qualifier from the college
policy has anticipated this plan. "For three happy
probabilltyl If, for example, years," I said hopefully.
I were to lose the sight in Well, there is a special
both eyes or the dlsrnern- feature of this plan that
berment of both feet or allows me to insure my
both hands, I would collect wife's life. For just $1.92 a
not double indemnity, but month more on the normal
triple indemnity! Plus the premium, I can collect
p~rson o~,persons I ."truly $20,000 in the event of her
cared for would stili re-. unfortunate demise.
ceivethe full benefit when 1.- Mercifully,. the session
finally died. . came to an end. I was left
Even the loss of my holding .an . armload of
thumb and index finger (of Xeroxed literature, thankful
either hand) means money that .class was over~ and
in the bank. certain t~at the only I~sur-
ance I Will ever own Will be
. I.~e.camelost in the pos- purchased by my mythical
slbltttles of eye, foot, and wife. .
returned: here I was, once
again listening to some
clown spout a vague host
of figures in which I had
absolutely no interest. I
was waiting for the end .of
class, occupying my mind
with fantasies of a young
blond woman I had met
sometime earlier.
IWRITE FOR USI
Watch For
Gift Book
Sale
Art
Cook Books
Classics
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SBAPresident Defends Vote on Grade Proposal
by Carol A. Elder
,In the last issue of The Advocate there was
one oversight in the article on the outcome of
the faculty voting on the so-called "Robinson
proposal." The amended version which
passed the faculty contained all the features
described, but with one key distinction from
the original Robinson proposal. That is, the
percentages of particular grades which a
professor may give in a section covered by the
adopted plan are to serve as "guidelines" for
professors, and not as absolute limits on their
grading discretion.
Bob Andreos, Fred Souk, and I all voted for
the Robinson proposal in its amended form.
While I cannot speak for Bob or Fred, I can
give you my reasons for voting as I did on the
plan. First, a historical perspective.
Limits in Required Courses
Last year the SBA passed a resolution criti- ,
cal of the grading disparities in elective
courses. The SBA asked the faculty to attempt
to reduce these disparities. This was not a
new subject to the faculty. '
Several years ago, (n response to a similar
concern, the faculty adopted limits on
discretion in required courses. Manyapplaud-
ed this move as it eliminated the obvious
inequity of subjecting first-year students to the
fickleness or grading "philosophy" of
professors they had no choice in selecting.
When there -were no limits, whole section
averages would be markedly higher or lower
than other sections because of the disparity of
grading practices among the professors
teaching the first-year courses.
It was conceptually intolerable to think that
students with surnames beginning with A-E
were, on the whole; performing significantly
better or worse than those with last names
beginning with F-N. Thus, the rationale for
adopting outer limits on grading discretion.
Those were: A: 0-19%, B: 15-46%, (A's and
B's "may be combined"), C: 30-64%, D:
0-23%, F: 0-9%.
"A and B" Combinations
Last year an administrative interpretation of
the "A-B" limits permitted professors to
combine the percentages in such a way as to
allow unused B's to become A's and vice
versa.
The facu Ity effectively overru led that
administrative interpretation when, at its
October meeting this year, it adopted that part
of the Robinson proposal which increased the
"A" category to 20% from 19%, and clarified
the combination practice to permit unused A's
to be used for B's but not vice versa.
TheRobinson Proposal
The ~uestion remained, though, about what
~odo, If.anything, about the grading disparity'
In elective courses. As I have stated last
year's SBA passed a resolution urging the
faculty to take some affirmative action to
correct disparities in elective courses.
Professor Robinson responded to this
request by offering a proposal which would
h?ve e~tended the outer limits on grading
discretion to all elective courses having an
examination in which 50 or more students
were enrolled, including summer courses.
SBA Grading Committee
The newly elected SBA referred the Robin-
son proposal to the SBA Grading Committee
chaired by Tom Garza.' The' Grading
Committee considered fhe proposal and
rejected it. Instead, the committee made its
own recommendation to the SBA that a
grading median be introduced into the
system. '
There was considerable disagreement
among the members of the Grading
Committee about the desirability of such a
proposal, and the SBA failed to adopt the
recommendation as a Student Bar proposal.
After lengthy debate, theSBA went on record
as being opposed to theRobinson proposal.
Faculty Scholarship Committee
Following the SBA meeting, the faculty
Scholarship Committee, including its three
student representatives (Judd Kutcher, Karen
Larsen and Charles Mays), met and discussed
various methods of dealing with grading dis-
parity. That committee endorsed .a plan
whereby there would be a limit on the number
of A's and F's that would be allowed in large
elective courses, with no restrictions placed
on the number of B's, C's, and D's given in any
section.
Referendum"
A referendum was held, and 531 students
participated. Four proposals were offered. The
first proposal, though unlabeled, was the
Robinson proposal. It received 14% of the
vote. The second proposal was the grading
committee's "median" proposal, which had
failed to pass the SBA. That proposal
collected only 11% of the vote. The third
proposal, that of the Faculty Scholarship
Committee, drew 31% of the vote. 44% of
those participating called for no change in the
present system.
The results could be interpreted in many
ways. Grouping the Robinson and the
Scholarship Committee's proposals together
in the A and F categories, one could.say that
45% of the participants in the referendum
'were in favor of compulsory limits on these
categories. Certainly one could say that 56%
Child AdvocacyProvides Inside Experience
has been ~ery !avorable that the course may be too uncertainties of working
among participating stu- time- consuming and de- within a system that is
dents and the attorneys manding. Any student who often awkward and un-
and co~rt personnel who expects to do trial work as wieldy.
deal WIth the students.. part of his career will have The Child Advocacy in
Professor Ferster noted the to become accustomed to Court Program gives the
studen~s a~e generally very spending time in court, and student a chance to get on
enthuslastlc about the pro- will have to learn to cope the inside, to see the
gram, and she added that with the frustrations and (Please Turn to P. 8 Col. 1)
three students who took '
part in the program last
year stayed on to become
volunteer attorneys this
year. Professor Ferster also
stated that the reactions of
·the attorneys have been
very good, and she has re-
ceived uniformly glowing
reports from them regard-
ing the students.
The enthusiasm of the
students and volunteer at-
torneys more than ade-
quately alleviates the fear
[Continued from Page 2]
afternoon class if he or she
simply did not have one
scheduled.
The one-half day indi-
cated in the course de-
scription in the NLC bulle-
tin is not entirely inac-
curate. Much of the time
spent at the court is
deadtime, time spent wait-
ing for the proper combi-
nation of judge, .corpora-
tion counsel, parents'
counsel, and law student
necessary to conduct a
trial. On, days when the
student does not have to
participate in an afternoon
trial, generally no more
than one-half of the day
will be spent in court.
Hertha Adelson also ad-
vised that the student
should be prepared to
spend at least another
one-half day in contacting
social workers and other
persons whose information
is essential to the proper
preparation of a case.
Although the clinical
program may sound very
demanding, the opinion
was expressed that a
student would have no,
trouble handling the pro-
gram as part of a full-time
course load.
.rne program provides a
good, structured way .~f
getting courtroom and liti-
gating experience and also
helps relieve the backlog of
cases in the court.
Reaction to the program
were in favor of a change in the present
system.
Last year the SBA also held a referendum,
and student opinion was as diverse and varied
as this year's results demonstrated.
Faculty Meeting
With this background, then, the student
representatives went to the faculty meeting
and participated in a three-hour discussion on
the whole question of grading and grading
disparity. As the meeting progressed, it
became increasingly apparent that well over a
majority of those present favored the
Robinson proposal in its original form. I
stated the' SBA and' student position of
opposition to the Robinson proposal.'
Professor Banzhaf offered an amendment to
the proposal to make the limits "guidelines"
and not compulsory parameters. It is my view
that the Banzhaf amendment was offered in
good faith, as a measure to accommodate the
students' opposition to the compulsory
proposal. '
Substituting the term "guideline" for
"limits" is not an exercise in semantics.
"Guidelines" reduces to print what is already
understood by most professors to be standard
grading patterns. The only coercive element is
the, requirement that any "substantial devia-
tions" should be justified to the Dean. That is,
the basis for substantial deviations from the
guidelines should not be arbitrary. Whereas,'
under the original Robinson proposal, grades
had to fall within the stated limits.
The message from the faculty was clear.
They were unperturbed about the prospects of
restricting their own "academic freedom."
Rather. they were outraged over the abuse of
professorial discretion by some of their
colleagues. It was in deference to the student
opposition to the Robinson proposal in its
compulsory form that the faculty settled for
guidelines. It is my view that they would not
settle for less, and it was also my view that I
was representing a large segment of the
student population by supporting such a
cornprornlse.
footnote
It is sheer folly to say that had the repre-
sentatives voted against the amended
Robinson proposal, they could go back to the
students and rally a massive resistance to the
implementation of the guidelines. That view
denies the substantial body of student
opinion in favor of some form of limits, and
ignores the faculty solidarity on this sensitive
issue. It is important to note that, with a large
attendance at the faculty meeting, only 3
members voted against the guidelines:
Professors D.C. Green, Starrs, and Brown.
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A Tasteful Topless Treat Media Freedom Discussedby Dr. Samuel Lerner
ARCHIBALD'S TOPLESS RESTAURANT-1819 M Street,
N. W. [223-2723] and 1520 K Street, N. W. [638-5112] [Continued from Page 2]
Reservations not required. . Committee investigating
After a hard day of classes or studying Gilberts, every the Watergate Affair who
law student is entitled to a tittle fun. This is one of Dr. is himself under investi-
Lerner's maxims of equity. f
A select group of third-year law students volunteered to gation in Florida or an
assist the advancement of the law by going to Archibald's alleged slush fund, is do-
ing the same.
Topless Restaurants. Archibald's is a historic site, Walters calls blrnselt :
because it was Washington's first topless restaurant. The
students first visited the Archibald's on K Street, which is something of a purist. Hetries to draw the line
tastefully decorated in black and mirrors. . \ between the private citizen
Mark "Bronco" Hannaway was particularly impressed and the public official when
by the topless dancer, and by his beer. Mr. Hannaway felt deciding upon information
that the dancer would make an excellent professor of to publish. But he agrees
forensic medicine, and concluded that. she could with other panel members
probably also give a good oral argument. that the press "must moni-
Our waitress, Roxy, was delightful, and served our tor public officials."
. drinks with the speed of Apollo. Roxy even offered to Nessen said he had
hang up Michael Hirsch's rain coat for him, but Mike sald : some misgivings in the
..he wanted to wear it. Ken Israel boasted that this kind of beginning about investigat-
sinful activity never took place in Ohio, because all ing Agnew as ruthlessly as
Buckeyes had foot fetishes. The popcorn was ever so some did. But he conclud-
crisp, but could have been perfect with three grains more ed that it was a public duty,
salt. . Added Sarro, "No one ever
The M Street Archibald's is rather posh; and Natasha, contested our facts."
the topless dancer there, was once the prima ballerina The three journalists
with the Bolshoi Ballet Company. She defected to the agreed that in murky areas
West so that she would be free to fully. express her lt is a question of the
creativity. Boy did she ever! reporter's conscience. If a
The drinks were all well mixed, and the only complaint reporter believes his in-
was from Mike Hirsch, who felt that his Hot Cocoa was formation is pertinent to
only tepid. Robert Fenner w~s especially pleased ":'~th !he the public, he should re-
decor of the M Street Archibald's. The air conditionlnq lease it.
was so perfect that the thermostat could have been set by Along the way, however,
Dean Krarnerhlmsett. the reporter has to make a
The Archibald Burger is only one of the many mouth commitment. Says Sarro,
watering items available at Archibald's. A generouspor- on receiving the subpoena,
tion of lean chopped meat smothered with cheese is "I was prepared to go to
served with a garnish of pickle, a ripe tomato (not the only jail."
.one there), and crisp vibrant lettuce on a de!icately Nessen brought along
toasted bun. The potatoes that are served With the some leaked documents to
Archibald Burger are a cross between home fried and give his audfence, inctud-
french fried, and are heavenly bliss. ing many aspiring report-
The true gourmet will be relieved to know that Archi- ers, an idea of what they
bald's serves only Heinz Tomato Ketchup. Our bottle was might be handling some
not watered down, like the Student Center's, and was of a, day. One memo from the
good vintage year (1973). The Bar-B-Que sandwich proved White House marked "Se-
tobe very adequate, but not nearly as sensational as the cret,". July 16, 1970, was
Archibald Burger. . from ·Jeb Stuart Magruder
. Daniel Harris, owner of Archibald's, welcomes law ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~·~~~~N
students and told us that many of his best, and hardest
drinking, customers were unemployed attorne,Ys. As a
sign of friendship, and pity, he even paid our b,IJ for us.
Male chauvinism aside, Archibald's has it over the Sans
Souci.
- Donald Dresden and Richard B. Abell, eat your hearts
out! .
to lawrence Higby, an aide American government 10-
. to H.R. Haldeman. Ma- day. "Presidential use of
gruder wrote that it is "our television is a symptom,
aim to tear down the not the cause," Nessen
institution" of the press. said. He believes that if we
Some in the audience gasp- are to safeguard our pre-
ed. _ sent form of government,
After the meeting, a we must allow all points of
reporter asked Nessen / view freer access to the
about unlimited president- media, especially televis-
ial access to television. ion. "Most people get their
Nessen does not hold that news from television any-
-th!s right has caused the way," he said.
monarchical climate of
More Referendum Results
The SBA Grade Reform Committee has completed
tabulating the results of last month's referendum. Of
531 students responding, 57 per cent favored
recording first-semester, first-year grades on a
pass-fail basis only, 52 per cent favored substituting a
letter-grade system for the present numerical grades,
and 75 per cent favored a proposal to delete all failing
graaes from students' transcripts and permit such
courses to be repeated for a grade. ..
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Marvin Center
75 cents
Tickets will go on sale
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WHY PAY MORE •.Gf FOR LAW BOOKS?
GILBERTS LAW SUMMARIES
BLACKSTONE LAW SUMMARIES
LANDMARK LAW SUMMARIES
SMITH REVIEW
NUTSHELL SERIES
AMERICAN LEGAL CASE DIGESTS
CAMBRIDGE OUTLINES
HORNBOOKS
Juvenile Court Seminar
Bureau. Questions regard-
ing the substance of the
course should be directed
to Professor Ferster.
[Continued from Page 7]
system work, to learn to
prepare a case for a living
client, and to present that
case betore a judge. It
provides experience and
knowledge that cannot be
found in a textbook, and
will not be found by simply
sitting as a passive ob-
server in a courtroom. The
opportunity is available and
should be seriously con-
sidered.
Applications for the pro-
gram are -avallable in the
Legal Aid Bureau office on
the first floor of Bacon
Hall. Positions in the
program are limited to
third-year students. The
completed applications
must be returned to the
. Legal Aid office by Novem-
ber 14. Any questions re-
garding applications
should be directed to Gary
Bagliebter at the Legal Aid
=- . JI r·l::::O:::-~' I L'-'- - --- (--.;,--:rl", ;;n;;;.-
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Grades
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that void. I disagree that
this proposal is inequitable
to students with low pass-
ing grades, as you men-
tioned. One, the student '
who failed a course paid for
the course, but received
no credit for that course.
In effect, he lost time and
money. Two, the present
rules at the National Law
Center disallow a student
to remain in school after
more than one failure.
Therefore, a student with
low passing grades did not
lose time and money, nor is
he on the verge of being
expelled.
DISCOUNT PRICES
I AND COMPLETE SELECTION
• PLEASE CHECK US OUT AT ••.
WASHINGTON LAW BOOK CO.
1917 Eye St., N.W. Tel. 785-0424
Tomas Garza
